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 Second, we’re going to avoid any reads and writes outside the main loop. In our most recent attempts, we noticed that the call to
get in the main loop only takes about 0.005s while the download itself takes about 0.03s. If we change the check to a read, and
move the return to after the loop instead of in the loop, we end up getting a speed-up by about 3x. Swap magic cd roms One of

the weird things about this cd/dvd is that it takes about 2 minutes to read the first and the last sectors. On my xbox this results in
a runtime-error. Since this is a very unusual case, we want to avoid it. To do this, we want to “ignore” the first and last sectors on

the disc. To do this, we take the “worst case” as if we’re reading the disc the normal way, i.e. reading the first and last sectors
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and ignoring everything else, while we’re actually reading everything up to and including the first and last sectors. The code in
question is in the swap.main function. The line that reads the discs first is on line 528. v[0] = disc[0]; v[1] = disc[1]; v[2] =
disc[2]; v[3] = disc[3]; v[4] = disc[4]; v[5] = disc[5]; v[6] = disc[6]; v[7] = disc[7]; v[8] = disc[8]; v[9] = disc[9]; v[10] =

disc[10]; v[11] = disc[11]; v[12] = disc[12]; v[13] = disc[13]; v[14] = disc[14]; v[15] = disc[15]; v[16] = disc[16]; v[17] =
disc[17]; v[18] = disc[18]; v[19] = disc[19]; v[20] = disc[20]; v[21] = disc[21]; v[22] = disc[22]; v[23] = disc[23]; v[24] =

disc[24]; v[25] = disc[25]; v[26] = 520fdb1ae7
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